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Abstr·act 

A method is aev!eloped tor determining an intensity mapping to 

linearize the response of a viewed display device. When this 

mapping is applied to the intensity in a recorded image before 

the result is used to drive the display device, equal changes in 

recorded intensity lJecome eguall y perceivable. Making this map-

ping part of the display device allows devices to be compared 

across images and allows til€ sensible application of intensity 

mappin']S meant to irnptove perception of image information for a 

particular image or imaging objective. 
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Over the past few years attention has begun to be given to 

problems of the display of images and not just to the means of 

detecting, recording, and processing them. This concern is based 

on the realization that the transformation from the recorded 

image, which is not directly viewable, to the displayed image, 

which is viewable, can limit significantly the information 

obtained by the observer. By im~~ I mean a two-dimensional dis

tcibution of a single intensity variable. By the recorded image 

I mean the result of image detection, constr11ction 1 or process

ing, for example the density distrib11tion of silver on film, the 

electrical time signal which can drive a video display, the tcack 

of magnetic strength on videotape, or the array of nume.ric inten

sities in a computer memory. The intensity in the cecorded 

image, which is called here the recocded j,ntensitr, serves as a 

driving intensity for a display device which tcansfocms the driv

ing intensity into a viewable intensity. 

This paper is concerned with the performance of displays in 

transmitting contrast in cecorded intensity, as opposed to their 

performance in transmitting spatial information as measured by 

properties such as resolution and geometric distortion. The 

images with which this paper is concerned are not ordinary pic

tares of scenes directly viewable by the eye but rather images 

such as infcared satellite pictures, radiographs, computed tomo

grams, sonograms, scintigrams, and thermograms, which are made by 

measuring the two-dimensional distribution or projection of some 

physical parametec. With these images the objective is to dis-
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ceLn abnoLmal incLeases OL decLeases in intensity, but unlike 

ordinary pictures of scenes, tnese images need not be displayed 

so that contrasts appear Lealistic. 

•ro optimize contrast transmission performance, we need to be 

able both to compare display devices across images and to arrange 

the display process so that intensity differences of special 

inteLest or significance are sensitively transmitted. The second 

objective requires us to design intensity mappings matched to an 

image or class of images, i.e. functions from recorded intensity 

to recorded intensity that distribute the overall sensitivity of 

the display on those recorded intensities in which it is impor-

tant to discern changes. An example is the mapping called win-

dowing {see figure 1), commonly used in computed tomography. 

device 
driving 
recorded 
intensity 

Figure 1; 

window input recorded intensity 
It in dow ing intensity mapping 

Neither of the aforementioned needs can be satisfied if sensi-

tivity as a function of driving intensity has different shapes 

from display device to display device. The reason for the ina-
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bility to compare devices across images is that if for each of 

the devices theL·e is a t:efjion of dr:iving intensity whece its sen-

sitivity is superior to the other device's, each device will be 

mot:e useful for some images, namely those with impoctant inten-

sity caanges in tile range where that device is more sensitive. 

The reason £or the inability to design intensity mappings conven-

iently is that the device's variable sensitivity is in effect an 

unknown or at least a not easily usable mapping to be composed 

with the mapping to be designed. 

Ideally a display device should De a linear transducex: when 

v~ewed: egual chdnges in recox:ded intensity should he equally 

pex:ceivable.l Then if nonuniform sensitivity is desix:ed fox: a 

particulax: image, an appropriate mapping can be consciously 

designed and applied to the recorded image before it is input to 

the linear display device. Further, two such devices applied to 

any iilldge could be trusted to have the same pex:ceived effect, 

with the exception that the device with the gx:eatex: ovex:all sen-

S.Ltiv.Lty ioiOtlld px:esent low contrast features (and ima':)e noise) 

better. 

Tile oi.Jjective of the r:eseax:ch descx:ibed her:e was to find a 

method for obtaining an intensity mapping for: any device so that 

the modified device made of the intensity mapping followed by the 

t If some other: standard r:elationship between r:ecocded and pex:
cei ved intensities is desired, such as having equal relative 
ditiex:ences in recorded intensity De equally perceivable, one 
can easily pr:oduce this result by an extension of the techni
guedescx:iDed helow. 
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unmodified de vice would be a linear transducer when viewed (see 

figure 2) .. This modification would not by itself necessarily 

pro d uce more informa tive display systems, but it would allov such 

display systems to be produced by allowing the aatching of over-

all device sensitivities to the needs of classes of i mages of 

i n t e r est and by allo win g the d esign of intensi ty mappings appro-

priate ·to thE:se classes. The pi:' inciple is that display devices 

should not play tricks on us ; what you record s hould be vhat you 

pe rce ive; if you want s omethin g different, record something dif-

fere nt, per~aps by image process ing • 

I • I J 
1 Display driving 1 

Recorded 1 tintensityt intensity 1Displa y4 I 
intensity-->tmapping --------------->)device 1---> J ._ ____ _,A ... i 

l Linearized display device l 

Fi g ure 2: A linearized display device 

Viewable 
intensi ty 

To p roduc e t.he linearizing intensity ma pp in g , we must first be 

ao l e to measure the sensit ivity of the display device (together 

with an observer) a s a function of driving inte nsity value. This 

se n s itivity can be characterized by a function giving t he "just 

no t icedbl e " differ €nce in display drivin g intens ity as a functi on 

of the driving intensit y value (see f igure 3). we call this 

f uncti on t he ~!Q c uryg of the device (an d observe r). The defini-

tion of " j ust noticeable" 11ust specif y the target shape and size , 
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the ambient illumination, the background intensity, the true 

positive rate defined to constitute detection, and the false 

positive rate setting the conservatism [Metz, 1978] at which the 

observer must work. Pizer and Chan [1979] have given these 

definitions and have given a relatively efficient methodology for 

determining the JND curve for any device and observer. They 

demonstrate that the variation in this curve across observers is 

fairly small, at least for grey-scale and heated-object-spectrum 

video display. For tne purposes of the construction of intensity 

mappings to linearize the response of viewed displays, this vari-

a tion can be ignored. 

JND 

"" I 
I 
J 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I --------t---------t-----> 

l l device 
jeffectivel driving 
jrange l intensity 

Unmodified device 

JND 

11\ 
I 
I 
! 

I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
l -------t-----·---t-----> 

I J device 
jeffective£ driving 
I range j intensity 

Linearized device 

Figure 3: Just noticeable difference curves 
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Pizer: and Chan showed that JND curves are always positive, 

with slope gr:eater: than or: equal to -1. Further:more, the slope 

is -1 at driving intensities below that at which changes can be 

perceived and is infinite at the intensity above which fur:ther 

changes are not perceivable (or per:haps not displayable). Let us 

call the r:ange of driving intensity values for which the slope is 

strictly between -1 and infinity the Sl!!Sl!<!J,!l:l f_anqe of the dev-

ice. A linear device is one for which, in the e.ffective range, 

equal changes in dr:iving intensity are equally perceivable, 

i.e. one for: which the JND curve is constant across the effective 

range (see figur:e 3) • 

. From the JND curve one can determine a measure of the overa 11 

sensitivity of the display device. This measure is called the 

Eercei~~ dynamic range (PDR), of the device. Intuitively it 

measures the number of steps of 1 jnd between the bottom and top 

of the effective range, y • and y respectively. 
m 1 n max 

That is. if 

the first step begins at driving intensity y • and if, 
m1n 

for: all 

steps, when a step begins at intensity y, it ends (and the next 

one begins) at y + JND(y), then the end of the PDRth step is 

Ymax- Mor:e precisely, if we define a new type of step consisting 

of a group of N successive steps of successive values of 

(1/N) jnd (y) , the PDR measures the limit, as N -+ oo, of the number 

of these new steps within the effective range, [y y ] · min • max • 

Pizer and Chan showed that 

--1 Ymax PDR 

Ymin 

JND I (y) 
J N 0 ( y J 1 n (1 +J N 0 1 ( y JJ d y 
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(for regions where JND(y) is constant, the integrand takes on its 

limit as JND • {y) + 0, leading to PDR = (y - y • )/JND(y) if 
max m1n 

JND (y) is constant over [ y . , y ]) • 
m1n max 

In this paper it is assumed that the measured JND curve for 

the device is given and can he vell approximated by a piecewise 

linear function: JND(y) = t. + s.Y if y € [y. 
1
,y.] 

I I I- I 
( 2) 

for i = 1,2, ••• ,n, where y is the left endpoint of the effective 
0 

range and y is the right endpoint of the effective range (see 
n 

figure 4). For the piecewise linear JND curve given in equation 
n 

2, substitution in equation 1 gives PDR = z PDR., 
i =] I 

(3) 

where PDR., the perceived dynamic range of tlle ith linear piece, 
I 

is given by 

PORi = 

JND 

(

t . 

1 n t ; 

y i - y i - 1 

t i 

piece 

~ 

" 0 I 1n(1 + s.), if s. 
I I 

{4) 

,ifs.=O. 
I 

piece 4 n=5 
j 

y2 y3 y4 y5 
Piecewise linear JND curve 
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y 

effective 
Ylj 

range y3 

y 

yl 

Yo 

----;-----~--_,--r-+--+--~----~x 

Figure 5: 

The objective is to find a monotonic function f from the 

recor:ded intensity x, on its r:ange (often the effective range), 

to the device driving intensity y, on the effective range, such 

that the JND curve when considering x to be the driving intensity 

is constant over its range (see figure 5). This function, an 

intensity mapping, has no effect on the PDR. It increases con-

trast when the slope of f is greater than 1 and decreases it when 

the slope is less than 1, in such a way as to make equal changes 

in x equally perceivable, within its range. With this pr:operty 

it makes sense to speak of the change in x corr:esponding to 1 

jnd. This value, t:.x, is obtained by dividing the range of the 

r:ecorded intensity X by the per:ceived dynamic 

range: !::.X= (X - X )/PDR. 
max min 

{5) 

we must find the function f such that, for: all j, integer or 

noninteger:, between 0 and PDR, f {x t j liX) is j jnd•s along y 

from y
0 

according to JND(y). Thus if we let x = x and define 
k 0 min 

X = X t ( E PDR ) l\X 1 for k=0,1, ••• ,n, (6) 
k 0 i = 1 
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then f should have the property that for 

(7) 

where the y are the knots of the piecewise linear JND curve. 
k 

Further:mo~:e, fo~: any x € ( x 
0 1

,x. ], if x = x 
0 1 

t m t>.x, 
I- . I I-

( 8) 

then f(x) should be m jnd's from y . 1' 1-
along the ith linear: 

piece. This point can be found as follows-

For: a linear piece of a JND curve on [yo 1,y o ], 
I- I 

moving along 

by t>.x in x must corr:espond to moving 1 jnd in y. That is, f 

should have the proper:ty that for x € [x 0 

1
,x.], 

I- I 

f(x t !>.XI = f(x) + JND(f{~) 

= f(x) tt. tsof(x) = (1 +so) f(x) tto
1

• 
I I I 

(9) 

This differ:ence equation for: f(x), toget.her with the initial con-

dition f (x ) = y is solved by 
1-1 i-1 

f (X) 

x-xo 1 1-

t>.x 
= f(yi-1 + t/si)(1 + si) 

x-xo 1 l-
y.1+, t.,ifso=O. 
I- uX I I 

- t./so, if So 
I I I " 0 ( 1 0) 

(Note that (x- xo 1)/t>.x is the 
1-

value denoted by m in equation 8.) 

To summarize, the desired mapping is implemented as follows. 

ile fir:st compute the xk once and for: all by equations 3-6. For 

any x in the range [xO,xn] we find tl1e interval {xi-1'xi 1 in 

which X falls and then apply equation 1 o. If the X values are to 

be given digitally, one can construct a loo.k-up table of f {x) for 

all values of x. .For: each reference in tensity, the corresponding 

tanulated value is used to drive the original display device. 
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~he results of linearizing a display dev~ce, for two common 

aevices, ordinary grey-scale video and an electrostatic nardcopy 

display usin,; binary intensity and dithet:ing 

[Jarvis et al, 1976 ], are yiven in figures 6 and 7. These 

results for a CT scan of the abdomen, illustrate that the differ

ence made by linear:ization of a display device is nontrivial. In 

one ot these examples it is probably the case that the image from 

the linear:ized device is better than that from the original dev

ic')anu in the othec exampl<" the imaye from the original device is 

probably better. The ODJective of the lineax:i:.ation is not 

dit:ectly to ontain an image impr:ovement but as a x:eguir:ed fix:st 

stq1 to allow sensible compax:ison and choice of imaging devices 

and s€nsinle design of intensity mappinys matched to the contents 

of a t'articulat image and the context within which it is being 

viE wed. 
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h. J::ugene Joh.nston, f'rai,cis Chan, and Lee Nackman, and the help 
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in;j the dithering program and other software and Gat:y Bishop for 
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By original device By linearized device 

FiJure 6: Effect of linearization on grey-scale video display 

By original device By linearized device 

Fi •Jure 7: Effect of linearization on dithered binary 
elec trostatic plotter display 
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